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Triennial Report
A final report is a document that shows what was done during the last three years (or the period
since the start of your project if the project was started less than three years ago) and what lies
ahead. It will be submitted to the BPW international board for the international congress.
This is a proposal template for an annual report. All chapters below – except for the general
information – are a suggestion: if a title makes sense to you, use it otherwise delete it. If you need
other chapters, please add them.
Use text, pictures, graphs as it best suits you (Note: pictures, graphs often explain more than many
words). There is no restriction concerning the length of the report.

General Information
Project Name:

…”Legal Advice “……………...…………………….

Project Leader(s): Eufemia Ippolito
BPW Project Member(s):

……………………………………….

..........................................

Reported Period: 2017-2020 ……………………………..
Date:

16/02/2020

Short Overview
A short description of the project
The project “Legal Advice” was created to achieve the following Goals: a)Executive Board
Consulting , b)Legal Problems Solving, c)Supporting the International Board in the interpretation of
the rules of the Constitution in compliance with European laws and International Laws.
The project includes this Working Plan:
a) Phone calls to ask legal questions
b) In person consultations
c) Legal document review
e) Legal advice during the International Congresses
f) Legal advice during meetings of the Executive Board
g) Advice on any legal issue
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Results
Description what has been done within the last period and what has been achieved.
In the last period I studied the Procedure Manual in order to contribute to the interpretation of the
Constitution and the Regulations according to international law. I tried to compare myself with other
lawyers and together we organized meetings to widen the collaboration and to study our rules in a
diversified way.

Goals for next period
What are your plans for the next period? And how do you plan to do this?
For the next period, a lawyer member must first be appointed from each Region BPW. I have asked
the coordinators many times to indicate a member lawyer from their Region. Unfortunately, I did
not receive an indication of lawyer member from them. It would have been very important to study
the Constitution, the Regulations and the Procedure Manual from different points of view and from
different Regions with different Principles of Law.

Challenges / Opportunities
What are your biggest problems, your main challenges? How could you deal with these challenges?
What positive opportunities can profit you from?
The challenges: I didn't give up; I continued to study and to raise awareness on the importance of
knowing our Rules and modifying them adapting them to the constantly changing the world of
international law.
The Opportunities: The opportunities: Know the various legal systems of the different Regions to be
prepared to confront the lawyer colleagues of each Region and start working together to achieve the
objectives of the "Legal Advice" project.
Eufemia Ippolito
Project Leader “ Legal Advice “
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